Textual data holds a number of properties that can be taken into account in order to improve compression. Pre-processing deals with these properties by applying a number of transformations that make the redundancy "more visible" to the compressor. One of the most commonly used concepts in text pre-processing is called Capital Conversion. Words with capital letters are converted to their lowercase versions while signaling the change with a flag. This way, not only context similarities are increased but also dictionaries used for word replacement only need to contain words in their lowercase versions. Word replacement consists of replacing words with shorter codes which are references to their location in a dictionary. We propose the creation of "online" dictionaries presenting different alternatives for word orderings -by frequency, prefix, sufix and frequency x size-of-word -and a new implementation of the Capital Conversion technique. In our implementation of Capital Conversion, only two flags are needed to deal with words that have capital letters. Flags that encode words with first capital letter and totally uppercase words are used in the same way. When the word starts with a few uppercase letters and ends with lowercase letters, the uppercase flag is used for the first part and a flag that encodes a word with first capital letter is inserted before the last capital letter. We found that this is of great benefit since words that usually appear as a concatenation of two or more different words are now, most of the times, correctly separated. We also found that the contextual prediction also benefits with the use of only two different flags. Additionally, we reduce the use of escape flags needed to make the distinction between real flags and symbols that appear in files that aren't 100% text. Our method improved over existing methods. Most schemes making use of word replacement must have the dictionary given in advance, making the approach language dependent and having the shortcoming of not always being suited for text files with specific vocabulary (ex. mathematics, programming, etc.). To avoid this, we propose the idea of creating the dictionary immediately before pre-processing and append it to the pre-processed file to be compressed. The cost of compressing the file plus the dictionary is compensated by the gain achieved by means of a tuned dictionary and the fact that the dictionary itself is compressed. The tests showed that dictionary word ordering has an impact in compression. From the different orderings we presented, the prefix dictionary proved to be the best for a 100Mbyte test file. It improved the compression by 2.8%. For small files, we consider only words that occur at least 25 times over the text to form the dictionaries.
